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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for operating a memory (28) includes storing data, 
which is encoded with an Error Correction Code (ECC), in 
analog memory cells (32) of the memory by writing respec 
tive analog input values selected from a set of nominal 
values to the analog memory cells. The stored data is read by 
performing multiple read operations that compare analog 
output values of the analog memory cells to different, 
respective read thresholds so as to produce multiple com 
parison results for each of the analog memory cells. At least 
two of the read thresholds are positioned between a pair of 
the nominal values that are adjacent to one another in the set 
of the nominal values. Soft metrics are computed respon 
sively to the multiple comparison results. The ECC is 
decoded using the Soft metrics, so as to extract the data 
stored in the analog memory cells. 
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READING MEMORY CELLS USING 
MULTIPLE THRESHOLDS 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifica 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue; a claim printed with strikethrough 
indicates that the claim was canceled, disclaimed, or held 
invalid by a prior post-patent action or proceeding. 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is an application for reissue of U.S. 
Pat. No. 8, 145,984 B2, which is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 11/995,814 filed on Jan. 15, 2008, 
which is the national stage entry of PCT/IL2007/001315 
filed on Oct. 30, 2007, which claims the benefit of U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application 60/863,506, filed Oct. 30, 
2006, U.S. Provisional Patent Application 60/867,399, filed 
Nov. 28, 2006, U.S. Provisional Patent Application 60/888, 
828, filed Feb. 8, 2007, U.S. Provisional Patent Application 
60/889,277, filed Feb. 11, 2007, U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application 60/892,869, filed Mar. 4, 2007, U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application 60/894,456, filed Mar. 13, 2007, U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application 60/917,653, filed May 12, 
2007, U.S. Provisional Patent Application 60/950,884, filed 
Jul. 20, 2007, and U.S. Provisional Patent Application 
60/951,215, filed Jul. 22, 2007. The disclosures of all these 
related applications are incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to memory 
devices, and particularly to methods and systems for reading 
data from memory cells. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Several types of memory devices, such as Flash memo 
ries, use arrays of analog memory cells for storing data. Each 
analog memory cell stores a quantity of an analog value, 
Such as an electrical charge or Voltage, which represents the 
information stored in the cell. In Flash memories, for 
example, each analog memory cell holds a certain amount of 
electrical charge. The range of possible analog values is 
typically divided into regions, each region corresponding to 
one or more data bit values. Data is written to an analog 
memory cell by writing a nominal analog value that corre 
sponds to the desired bit or bits. The possible bit values that 
can be stored in an analog memory cell are also referred to 
as the memory states of the cell. 
Some memory devices, commonly referred to as Single 

Level Cell (SLC) devices, store a single bit of information 
in each memory cell, i.e., each memory cell can be pro 
grammed to assume two possible memory states. Higher 
density devices, often referred to as Multi-Level Cell (MLC) 
devices, store two or more bits per memory cell, i.e., can be 
programmed to assume more than two possible memory 
States. 

Flash memory devices are described, for example, by Bez 
et al., in “Introduction to Flash Memory.” Proceedings of the 
IEEE, Volume 91, number 4, April, 2003, pages 489-502, 
which is incorporated herein by reference. Multi-level Flash 
cells and devices are described, for example, by Eitan et al., 
in “Multilevel Flash Cells and their Trade-Offs.” Proceed 
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2 
ings of the 1996 IEEE International Electron Devices Meet 
ing (IEDM), New York, N.Y., pages 169-172, which is 
incorporated herein by reference. The paper compares sev 
eral kinds of multilevel Flash cells, such as common ground, 
DINOR, AND, NOR and NAND cells. 

Eitan et al., describe another type of analog memory cell 
called Nitride Read Only Memory (NROM) in “Can 
NROM, a 2-bit, Trapping Storage NVM Cell, Give a Real 
Challenge to Floating Gate Cells?” Proceedings of the 1999 
International Conference on Solid State Devices and Mate 
rials (SSDM), Tokyo, Japan, Sep. 21-24, 1999, pages 522 
524, which is incorporated herein by reference. NROM cells 
are also described by Maayan et al., in “A 512 Mb NROM 
Flash Data Storage Memory with 8 MB/s Data Rate", 
Proceedings of the 2002 IEEE International Solid-State 
Circuits Conference (ISSCC 2002), San Francisco, Calif., 
Feb. 3-7, 2002, pages 100-101, which is incorporated herein 
by reference. Other exemplary types of analog memory cells 
are Floating Gate (FG) cells, Ferroelectric RAM (FRAM) 
cells, magnetic RAM (MRAM) cells, Charge Trap Flash 
(CTF) and phase change RAM (PRAM, also referred to as 
Phase Change Memory PCM) cells. FRAM, MRAM and 
PRAM cells are described, for example, by Kim and Koh in 
“Future Memory Technology including Emerging New 
Memories.” Proceedings of the 24th International Confer 
ence on Microelectronics (MIEL), Nis, Serbia and Monte 
negro, May 16-19, 2004, volume 1, pages 377-384, which is 
incorporated herein by reference. 
The analog values read from analog memory cells are 

sometimes distorted. The distortion may be due to various 
reasons, such as electrical field coupling from neighboring 
memory cells, disturb noise caused by memory access 
operations on other cells in the array and threshold Voltage 
drift caused by device aging. Some common distortion 
mechanisms are described in the article by Bez et al., cited 
above. Distortion effects are also described by Lee et al., in 
“Effects of Floating Gate Interference on NAND Flash 
Memory Cell Operation.” IEEE Electron Device Letters, 
(23:5), May, 2002, pages 264-266, which is incorporated 
herein by reference. 

Reading data from analog memory cells often involves 
comparing the analog values stored in the cells to one or 
more thresholds, or reference levels. Several methods for 
determining the appropriate threshold values are known in 
the art. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 5,657,332, whose dis 
closure is incorporated herein by reference, describes meth 
ods for recovering from hard errors in a solid-state memory 
system. Hard errors may arise from cells whose threshold 
voltages drifted from their intended level to cause read 
errors. The memory system includes an array of memory 
cells, each cell capable of having its threshold Voltage 
programmed or erased to an intended level. An error check 
ing scheme is provided for each of a plurality of groups of 
cells for identifying read errors therein. A read reference 
level is adjusted before each read operation on the individual 
group of cells containing read errors, each time the read 
reference level being displaced a predetermined step from a 
reference level for normal read, until the error checking 
means no longer indicates read errors. The drifted threshold 
voltage of each cell associated with a read error is re-written 
to its intended level. 

U.S. Pat. No. 7,023,735, whose disclosure is incorporated 
herein by reference, describes methods for reading Flash 
memory cells, which, in addition to comparing the threshold 
Voltages of Flash cells to integral reference Voltages, com 
pare the threshold Voltages to fractional reference Voltages. 
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U.S. Patent Application Publication 2007/0091677, 
whose disclosure is incorporated herein by reference, 
describes methods, devices and computer readable code for 
reading data from one or more flash memory cells, and for 
recovering from read errors. In some embodiments, in the 
event of an error correction failure by an error detection and 
correction module, the flash memory cells are re-read at least 
once using one or more modified reference Voltages, until 
Successful error correction may be carried out. In some 
embodiments, after Successful error correction, a Subsequent 
read request is handled without re-writing data to the flash 
memory cells in the interim. 

U.S. Pat. No. 6,963,505, whose disclosure is incorporated 
herein by reference, describes a method, circuit and system 
for determining a reference Voltage. In some embodiments 
a set of operating reference cells is established to be used in 
operating cells in a Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) block or 
array. At least a subset of cells of the NVM block or array 
may be read using each of two or more sets of test reference 
cells, where each set of test reference cells may generate or 
otherwise provide reference voltages at least slightly offset 
from each other set of test reference cells. For each set of test 
reference cells used to read at least a subset of the NVM 
block, a read error rate may be calculated or otherwise 
determined. A set of test reference cells associated with a 
relatively low read error rate may be selected as the set of 
operating reference cells to be used in operating other cells, 
outside the subset of cells, in the NVM block or array. 

U.S. Pat. No. 7,196,928 and U.S. patent Application 
Publications 2006/0221692, 2007/0103986, 2007/0109845 
and 2007/0109849, whose disclosures are incorporated 
herein by reference, describe several processes for reading a 
memory cell, which take into account the programmed State 
of an adjacent memory cell. 
Some known methods use information regarding the 

quality of stored data when reading the data from memory 
cells. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 6,751,766, whose disclo 
sure is incorporated herein by reference, describes several 
methods for assessing the quality of data stored in a memory 
system, and for operating the memory system according to 
the assessed quality. The data quality is sometimes assessed 
during read operations. Subsequent use of an Error Correc 
tion Code (ECC) can utilize the quality indications to detect 
and reconstruct the data with improved effectiveness. Alter 
natively, a statistics of data quality can be constructed and 
digital data values can be associated in a modified manner to 
prevent data corruption. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Embodiments of the present invention provide a method 
for operating a memory, including: 

storing data, which is encoded with an Error Correction 
Code (ECC), in analog memory cells of the memory by 
writing respective analog input values selected from a set of 
nominal values to the analog memory cells; 

reading the stored data by performing multiple read 
operations that compare analog output values of the analog 
memory cells to different, respective read thresholds so as to 
produce multiple comparison results for each of the analog 
memory cells, wherein at least two of the read thresholds are 
positioned between a pair of the nominal values that are 
adjacent to one another in the set of the nominal values; 

computing soft metrics responsively to the multiple com 
parison results; and 

decoding the ECC using the Soft metrics, so as to extract 
the data stored in the analog memory cells. 
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4 
In some embodiments, each of the analog memory cells 

stores one or more bits of the data, and each of the soft 
metrics corresponds to one of the bits. In an embodiment, 
each of at least some of the analog memory cells stores two 
or more bits of the data, reading the data includes, for each 
of the at least some of the analog memory cells, reading the 
two or more data bits in respective two or more decoding 
stages, and computing the Soft metrics includes modifying a 
Soft metric of a first bit read in a first decoding stage 
responsively to a value of a second bit read in a second 
decoding stage that precedes the first decoding stage. Modi 
fying the Soft metric may include conditionally inverting the 
soft metric of the first bit depending on the value of the 
second bit. 

In another embodiment, the method includes making an 
initial attempt to decode the ECC using an initial set of the 
read thresholds, such that no more than one of the read 
thresholds in the initial set is positioned between each pair 
of the nominal values that are adjacent to one another, and 
comparing the analog output values to the multiple read 
thresholds upon a failure of the initial attempt. 

In yet another embodiment, each comparison result has 
one of first and second possible values, and computing the 
Soft metrics includes determining respective first and second 
counts of the comparison results having the first and second 
possible values, and computing the Soft metrics based on the 
first and second counts. 

In still another embodiment, the method further includes, 
upon failing to decode the ECC, adding one or more 
additional read thresholds to the multiple read thresholds, 
re-computing the Soft metrics responsively to the additional 
read thresholds, and decoding the ECC using the re-com 
puted soft metrics. Adding the additional threshold may 
include progressively increasing a number of the read 
thresholds until a predetermined condition is met. 

In a disclosed embodiment, reading the data from a first 
group of the analog memory cells further includes estimat 
ing interference caused to the first group by a second group 
of the analog memory cells and canceling the estimated 
interference. Canceling the estimated interference may 
include modifying the soft metrics associated with the first 
group responsively to the estimated interference. In some 
embodiment, the method includes, upon failing to decode 
the ECC in the first group, selecting whether to perform one 
of: 

re-reading the data in the second group, so as to re 
estimate and cancel the interference; 

re-estimating the interference by reading the data in a 
third group of the memory cells; and 

adding one or more additional read thresholds and re 
reading the data in the first group using the additional read 
thresholds. 

In an embodiment, computing the soft metrics includes 
normalizing the soft metrics So as not to depend on a number 
of the read thresholds. Performing the multiple read opera 
tions may include positioning the multiple read thresholds at 
non-uniform intervals with respect to one another. 

There is additionally provided, in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention, a data storage appa 
ratus, including: 

an interface, which is operative to communicate with a 
memory that includes a plurality of analog memory cells; 
and 

a memory signal processor (MSP), which is connected to 
the interface and is coupled to store data, which is encoded 
with an Error Correction Code (ECC), in the analog memory 
cells by writing respective input analog values selected from 
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a set of nominal values to the analog memory cells, to read 
the stored data by performing multiple read operations that 
compare analog output values of the analog memory cells to 
different, respective read thresholds so as to produce mul 
tiple comparison results for each of the analog memory cells, 
wherein at least two of the read thresholds are positioned 
between a pair of the nominal values that are adjacent to one 
another in the set of the nominal values, to compute soft 
metrics responsively to the multiple comparison results, and 
to decode the ECC using the soft metrics, so as to extract the 
data stored in the analog memory cells. 

There is also provided, in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the present invention, a data storage apparatus, 
including: 

a memory device, including: 
a plurality of analog memory cells, which are configured 

to store data, which is encoded with an Error Correction 
Code (ECC) and written to the analog memory cells as 
respective analog input values selected from a set of nominal 
values; and 

reading circuitry, which is coupled to read the stored data 
by performing multiple read operations that compare output 
analog values of the analog memory cells to different, 
respective read thresholds so as to produce multiple com 
parison results for each of the analog memory cells, wherein 
at least two of the read thresholds are positioned between a 
pair of the nominal values that are adjacent to one another 
in the set of the nominal values, to compute soft metrics 
responsively to the multiple comparison results, and to 
output the computed soft metrics; and 

a Memory Signal Processor (MSP) device, which is 
connected to the memory device and is coupled to accept the 
Soft metrics computed by the reading circuitry, and to 
decode the ECC using the soft metrics. 

There is further provided, in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the present invention, a method for operating a 
memory, including: 

storing data, which is encoded with an Error Correction 
Code (ECC), in analog memory cells of the memory by 
writing respective analog input values to the analog memory 
cells; 

reading the stored data by comparing analog output values 
of the analog memory cells to a set of read thresholds, so as 
to produce multiple comparison results for each of the 
analog memory cells; 

computing soft metrics responsively to the multiple com 
parison results; 

decoding the ECC using the Soft metrics, so as to extract 
the data stored in the analog memory cells; and 

upon a failure to Successfully extract the data, extending 
the set of the read thresholds by adding one or more new 
read thresholds to the set, updating the multiple comparison 
results based on the extended set of the read thresholds, 
re-computing the soft metrics and re-decoding the ECC, so 
as to extract the data. 

In an embodiment, extending the set of the read thresholds 
includes selecting the one or more new read thresholds 
responsively to the output analog values of the analog 
memory cells. Selecting the one or more new read thresholds 
may include determining at least one property selected from 
a group of properties consisting of a number of the new read 
thresholds and values of the new read thresholds. 

The present invention will be more fully understood from 
the following detailed description of the embodiments 
thereof, taken together with the drawings in which: 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a 
system for memory signal processing, in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a diagram that schematically illustrates a 
memory cell array, in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a diagram that schematically illustrates read 
thresholds in a Single-Level Cell (SLC), in accordance with 
an embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram that schematically illustrates read 
thresholds in a Multi-Level Cell (MLC), in accordance with 
an embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a 
method for reading data from analog memory cells, in 
accordance with an embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a 
method for computing soft metrics, in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a 
circuit for computing soft metrics, in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 8 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a 
method for reading data from analog memory cells, in 
accordance with another embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 

FIG. 9 is a diagram that schematically illustrates a process 
for reading data from analog memory cells, in accordance 
with yet another embodiment of the present invention; 

FIG. 10 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a 
method for reading data from analog memory cells, in 
accordance with still another embodiment of the present 
invention; and 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a 
system for memory signal processing, in accordance with an 
alternative embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

Embodiments of the present invention provide improved 
methods and systems for reading data from analog memory 
cells. Such as Flash memory cells. In some embodiments that 
are described hereinbelow, a Memory Signal Processor 
(MSP) stores data, which is encoded with an Error Correc 
tion Code (ECC), in an array of analog memory cells. The 
MSP stores the encoded data by writing respective analog 
values to the analog memory cells. The analog values are 
selected from a set of nominal analog values, which repre 
sent the data. 
The MSP reads the data from the analog memory cells by 

performing multiple read operations, which compare the 
analog values written to the cells to multiple read thresholds. 
The read thresholds are set so that at least two of them are 
positioned between a pair of adjacent nominal analog Val 
ues. The multiple threshold comparisons produce multiple 
comparison results for each of the analog memory cells. The 
MSP computes soft metrics based on the multiple compari 
son results. The soft metrics provide quantitative measures 
of the levels of confidence or certainty that are associated 
with the values read from the memory cells, or of individual 
bits within the memory cells. The MSP decodes the ECC 
using the soft metrics. In some embodiments, the MSP 
increases the number of read thresholds in an iterative 
manner, until Successful decoding is achieved. 
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Some known reading methods differentiate between adja 
cent memory states using a single threshold at any given 
time. Unlike these known methods, the methods and systems 
described herein perform multiple read operations using 
multiple thresholds, which are positioned between adjacent 
memory states. Typically, multiple thresholds are positioned 
in boundary regions between adjacent nominal values, so 
that the multiple comparison results convey valuable infor 
mation regarding the statistical distribution of the analog 
values in these regions. As a result, the soft metrics, which 
are based on this information, enable the ECC decoding 
process to correct a higher number of read errors and to 
provide an improved overall error probability. 
Some known reading methods modify the threshold val 

ues in order to improve decoding performance. Unlike these 
known methods, the methods and systems described herein 
do not adapt the threshold values, but rather add new 
thresholds to the existing set, and improve the decoding 
performance by refining the accuracy of the Soft metrics. 
The improved decoding performance achieved by the 

disclosed methods and systems enables improving the data 
storage reliability, storage density and retention time of 
memory devices, and enables lowering the memory device 
cost and complexity for a given performance level. 

System Description 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a 
system 20 for memory signal processing, in accordance with 
an embodiment of the present invention. System 20 can be 
used in various host systems and devices, such as in com 
puting devices, cellular phones or other communication 
terminals, removable memory modules (“disk-on-key 
devices), digital cameras, music and other media players 
and/or any other system or device in which data is stored and 
retrieved. 

System 20 comprises a memory device 24, which stores 
data in a memory cell array 28. The memory array comprises 
multiple analog memory cells 32. In the context of the 
present patent application and in the claims, the term “ana 
log memory cell' is used to describe any memory cell that 
holds a continuous, analog value of a physical parameter, 
Such as an electrical Voltage or charge. Array 28 may 
comprise analog memory cells of any kind, such as, for 
example, NAND, NOR and CTF Flash cells, PCM, NROM, 
FRAM, MRAM and DRAM cells. The charge levels stored 
in the cells and/or the analog Voltages or currents written 
into and read out of the cells are referred to herein collec 
tively as analog values. 

System 20 stores data in the analog memory cells by 
programming the cells to assume respective memory states. 
The memory states are selected from a finite set of possible 
states, and each state corresponds to a certain nominal 
analog value. For example, a 2 bit/cell MLC can be pro 
grammed to assume one of four possible memory states by 
writing one of four possible nominal analog values into the 
cell. 

Data for storage in memory device 24 is provided to the 
device and cached in data buffers 36. The data is then 
converted to analog Voltages and written into memory cells 
32 using a reading/writing (R/W) unit 40, whose function 
ality is described in greater detail below. When reading data 
out of array 28, R/W unit 40 converts the electrical charge, 
and thus the analog Voltages of memory cells 32, into digital 
samples having a resolution of one or more bits. The samples 
are cached in buffers 36. The operation and timing of 
memory device 24 is managed by control logic 48. 
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The storage and retrieval of data in and out of memory 

device 24 is performed by a Memory Signal Processor 
(MSP) 52. MSP 52 comprises a signal processing unit 60, 
which processes the data that is written into and read from 
device 24. Unit 60 encodes the data to be written into the 
memory cells using an Error Correction Code (ECC), and 
decodes the ECC of the retrieved data. 

In particular, MSP 52 reads data out of memory cells 32 
by comparing the values read from the cells to multiple read 
thresholds. The ECC decoding scheme used by unit 60 
operates on Soft metrics, which are computed based on the 
multiple threshold comparisons. Exemplary methods for 
reading data and for computing soft metrics are described in 
detail below. 
Many known ECC decoding schemes can accept Soft 

metrics of the encoded bits or symbols as input. For 
example, unit 60 may use a block code such as the Bose 
Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) code, Low-Density Parity 
Check (LDPC) code or Reed-Solomon (RS) code, a trellis 
code, a turbo-code, or any other suitable ECC and decoding 
scheme, which is able to operate on soft metrics. The 
methods and systems described herein are not limited to 
block codes and can be used with convolutional codes, as 
well. 
MSP 52 comprises a data buffer 72, which is used by unit 

60 for storing data and for interfacing with memory device 
24. MSP 52 also comprises an Input/Output (I/O) buffer 56, 
which forms an interface between the MSP and the host 
system. A controller 76 manages the operation and timing of 
MSP52. Signal processing unit 60 and controller 76 may be 
implemented in hardware. Alternatively, unit 60 and/or 
controller 76 may comprise microprocessors that run suit 
able software, or a combination of hardware and software 
elements. 
The configuration of FIG. 1 is an exemplary system 

configuration, which is shown purely for the sake of con 
ceptual clarity. Any other Suitable configuration can also be 
used. Elements that are not necessary for understanding the 
principles of the present invention, such as various inter 
faces, addressing circuits, timing and sequencing circuits 
and debugging circuits, have been omitted from the figure 
for clarity. 

In the exemplary system configuration shown in FIG. 1, 
memory device 24 and MSP 52 are implemented as two 
separate Integrated Circuits (ICs). In alternative embodi 
ments, however, the memory device and MSP may be 
integrated on separate semiconductor dies in a single Multi 
Chip Package (MCP) or System on Chip (SoC). Further 
alternatively, some or all of the MSP circuitry may reside on 
the same die on which memory array 28 is disposed. An 
exemplary configuration of this sort is described in FIG. 11 
below. Further alternatively, some or all of the functionality 
of MSP 52 can be implemented in software and carried out 
by a processor or other element of the host system. In some 
implementations, a single MSP 52 may be connected to 
multiple memory devices 24. Additional architectural 
aspects of certain embodiments of system 20 are described 
in greater detail in U.S. Provisional Patent Application 
60/867,399, cited above. 

In a typical writing operation, data to be written into 
memory device 24 is accepted from the host and cached in 
I/O buffer 56. The data is transferred, via data buffers 72, to 
memory device 24. The data may be pre-processed by MSP 
52 before it is transferred to the memory device for pro 
gramming. For example, unit 60 may encode the data using 
an ECC, add certain data for internal use, and/or scramble 
the data. In device 24 the data is temporarily stored in buffers 
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36. R/W unit 40 converts the data to nominal analog values 
and writes the nominal values into the appropriate cells 32 
of array 28. 

In a typical reading operation, R/W unit 40 reads analog 
values out of the appropriate memory cells 32 and converts 
them to Soft digital samples. The samples are cached in 
buffers 36 and transferred to buffers 72 of MSP52. In some 
embodiments, unit 60 of MSP 52 converts the samples to 
data bits. As noted above, the range of possible analog 
values is divided into two or more regions, with each region 
representing a certain combination of one or more data bits. 
As will be described in greater detail further below, the 

memory cells are read by comparing their analog values to 
multiple sets of read thresholds. For each cell, the MSP 
computes a soft metric based on the multiple comparison 
results. The soft metrics are then used by the MSP when 
decoding the ECC. The decoded data is transferred via I/O 
buffer 56 to the host system. 

Memory Array Structure 

FIG. 2 is a diagram that schematically illustrates memory 
cell array 28, in accordance with an embodiment of the 
present invention. Although FIG. 2 refers to Flash memory 
cells that are connected in a particular array configuration, 
the principles of the present invention are applicable to other 
types of memory cells and other array configurations, as 
well. Some exemplary cell types and array configurations 
are described in the references cited in the Background 
section above. 
Memory cells 32 of array 28 are arranged in a grid having 

multiple rows and columns. Each cell 32 comprises a 
floating gate Metal-Oxide Semiconductor (MOS) transistor. 
A certain amount of electrical charge (electrons or holes) can 
be stored in a particular cell by applying appropriate Voltage 
levels to the transistor gate, Source and drain. The value 
stored in the cell can be read by measuring the threshold 
voltage of the cell, which is defined as the minimal voltage 
that needs to be applied to the gate of the transistor in order 
to cause the transistor to conduct. The read threshold voltage 
is indicative of the charge stored in the cell. 

In the exemplary configuration of FIG. 2, the gates of the 
transistors in each row are connected by word lines 80. The 
Sources of the transistors in each column are connected by 
bit lines 84. In some embodiments, such as in some NOR 
cell devices, the sources are connected to the bit lines 
directly. In alternative embodiments, such as in some NAND 
cell devices, the bit lines are connected to strings of floating 
gate cells. 

Typically, R/W unit 40 reads the threshold voltage of a 
particular cell 32 by applying varying Voltage levels to its 
gate (i.e., to the word line to which the cell is connected) and 
checking whether the drain current of the cell exceeds a 
certain threshold (i.e., whether the transistor conducts). Unit 
40 usually applies a sequence of different Voltage values to 
the word line to which the cell is connected, and determines 
the lowest gate voltage value for which the drain current 
exceeds the threshold. Typically, unit 40 reads a group of 
cells, referred to as a page, simultaneously. Alternatively, 
R/W unit may use any other technique or circuitry for 
reading and writing values to and from memory cells 32 of 
array 28. 
The memory cell array is typically divided into multiple 

pages, i.e., groups of memory cells that are programmed and 
read simultaneously. In some embodiments, each page com 
prises an entire row of the array. In alternative embodiments, 
each row (word line) can be divided into two or more pages. 
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For example, in some SLC devices each row is divided into 
two pages, one comprising the odd-order cells and the other 
comprising the even-order cells. Typically but not necessar 
ily, a two-bit-per-cell memory device usually has four pages 
per row, a three-bit-per-cell memory device has six pages 
per row, and a four-bit-per-cell memory device has eight 
pages per roW. 

Erasing of cells is usually carried out in blocks that 
contain multiple pages. Typical memory devices may com 
prise several thousand erasure blocks. In a typical two-bit 
per-cell MLC device, each erasure block is on the order of 
32 word lines, each comprising several thousand cells. Each 
word line is often partitioned into four pages (odd/even 
order cells, least/most significant bit of the cells). Alterna 
tively, other block sizes and configurations can also be used. 
Three-bit-per cell devices often have 192 pages per erasure 
block, and four-bit-per-cell devices often have 256 pages per 
block. 
Some memory devices comprise two or more separate 

memory cell arrays, often referred to as planes. Since each 
plane has a certain “busy period between successive write 
operations, data can be written alternately to the different 
planes in order to increase programming speed. 

Memory Cell Distortion Mechanisms 

The analog values (e.g., threshold Voltages) stored in 
memory cells 32 may contain various types of distortion, 
which are caused by different distortion mechanisms in array 
28. For example, electrical cross-coupling between nearby 
cells in the array may modify the threshold voltage of a 
particular cell. As another example, electrical charge may 
leak from the cells over time. As a result of this aging effect, 
the threshold voltage of the cells may drift over time from 
the initially-written value. Another type of distortion, com 
monly referred to as disturb noise, is caused by memory 
access operations (e.g., read, write or erase operations) on 
certain cells in the array, which cause unintended charge 
variations in other cells. As yet another example, the source 
drain current of a particular cell can be affected by the charge 
in adjacent cells, e.g., other cells in the same NAND cell 
string, via an effect referred to as Back Pattern Dependency 
(BPD). 
The distortion in memory cells 32 degrades the perfor 

mance of the memory device, e.g., the error probability 
when reconstructing the data, the achievable storage capac 
ity and/or the achievable data retention period. Performance 
degradation is particularly severe in MLC devices, in which 
the differences between the different voltage levels that 
represent the data are relatively small. 

Reading Memory Cells Using Multiple Thresholds 

Embodiments of the present invention provide improved 
methods and systems for reading data from analog memory 
cells 32 of array 28, by using multiple read thresholds. The 
methods described herein are suitable for both SLC devices 
(as illustrated, for example, in FIG. 3 below) and MLC 
devices (as illustrated, for example, in FIG. 4 below). 

FIG. 3 is a diagram that schematically illustrates read 
thresholds in an SLC device, in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the present invention. The figure shows two statis 
tical distributions of the threshold Voltages in a group (e.g., 
page) of analog memory cells. For a specific page, the 
diagram represents a histogram of the threshold Voltages 
stored in the memory cells of the page. In the example of 
FIG. 3, each memory cell is programmed to one of two 
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possible nominal levels, i.e., each cell stores a single data 
bit. Due to various distortion variations among the cells and 
various impairment mechanisms, the actual threshold Volt 
ages read from the memory cells may statistically vary from 
the nominal levels. In the present example, a curve 90A 
shows the distribution of threshold voltages of the cells, 
which are programmed to store a “1” value. A curve 90B 
shows the distribution of threshold voltages of the cells that 
are programmed to store “0”. 
As can be seen in the figure, curves 90A and 90B overlap. 

In other words, there is a finite probability that a memory 
cell, which was programmed to a certain bit value, will be 
erroneously interpreted as being programmed to another bit 
value. The position of the read threshold or thresholds used 
to differentiate between “1” and “O'” has a considerable effect 
on the probability of error. In some embodiments of the 
present invention, MSP 52 reconstructs the data stored in the 
memory cells by combining information, which is obtained 
using multiple read thresholds, in order to reduce the prob 
ability of error. 

FIG. 3 shows five thresholds denoted T1 ... T5. In some 
embodiments, MSP52 reads each memory cell using each of 
the thresholds. Each read operation produces a comparison 
result, i.e., an indication of whether the read threshold 
Voltage is greater or Smaller than the threshold used in the 
operation. In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 3, the MSP 
reads each memory cell five times, using thresholds T1 . . . 
T5, to produce five respective comparison results. The MSP 
may go through the different thresholds at any suitable order. 
For example, the MSP may begin with the threshold posi 
tioned in the middle of the desired region and gradually 
move away from this point by adding thresholds on either 
side of the initial threshold. Exemplary iterative methods 
that gradually increase the number of thresholds are 
described further below. 

For each memory cell being read, the MSP computes a 
Soft metric using the multiple comparison results. The soft 
metric indicates a confidence level or measure of certainty 
associated with the value read from the memory cell. In 
some embodiments, the soft metric indicates a likelihood 
that the read value corresponds to a certain data value (e.g., 
a very low metric value may indicate a high certainty that the 
read value corresponds to a “1”, a very high metric value 
indicates that the read value is likely to represent a “0”, and 
intermediate metric values indicate lower confidence). In 
other embodiments, the metric value indicates the reliability 
of the read value without indicating a particular bit value 
(e.g., low metric value indicates low confidence, high metric 
value represents high confidence). 

In the context of the present patent application and in the 
claims, the term “soft metric' refers to any type of quanti 
tative measure that conveys more than a single bit of 
information, i.e., more than two possible values. For 
example, the soft metric may comprise a fixed- or floating 
point numerical value represented using two or more bits. 
Another exemplary type of soft metric, sometimes referred 
to as "erasure.' assigns each read memory cell one of three 
possible values—“0”, “1” or “uncertain.” Further alterna 
tively, any other suitable type of soft metric can be used. 

Note that when each cell stores multiple data bits, a soft 
metric value may be computed and assigned to each indi 
vidual bit. For example, in a four-level MLC, one metric 
value is computed for the Least Significant Bit (LSB) and 
another metric value is computed for the Most Significant 
Bit (MSB). Detailed examples of metric computation meth 
ods for both SLC and MLC applications are described 
further below. 
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12 
MSP 52 may use any suitable method for computing the 

Soft metric value based on the multiple comparison results. 
In some embodiments, the MSP may use a table, which 
provides the metric values associated with different combi 
nations of the comparison results. For example, the follow 
ing table can be used with the five-threshold configuration of 
FIG 3: 

Comparison results Metric 

T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 value 

O O O O O M1 
O O O O 1 M2 
O O O 1 O M3 
O O O 1 1 M4 

1 1 1 1 O M31 
1 1 1 1 1 M32 

The table above provides thirty-two soft metric values 
denoted M1 . . . M32, which correspond to the thirty-two 
possible combinations of five comparison results of thresh 
olds T1 . . . T5. Following the notation of FIG. 3, a “0” 
comparison result means that the read value was higher than 
the threshold used, and a “1” comparison result means the 
read value was lower than the threshold. 

Typically, M1 and M32 will indicate high confidence 
levels, since these metric values correspond to situations in 
which the read operations with all five thresholds produce 
the same comparison results. Other combinations of com 
parison results will usually be assigned metrics that indicate 
lower confidence levels. 
Some sets of comparison results may be regarded as 

inconsistent or self-contradictory. For example, assume 
T1<T2<T3<T4<T5, and that the five comparison results 
produced by thresholds T1 ... T5 are denoted C1 . . . C5, 
respectively. The result set 1,1,1,0,1 for a certain memory 
cell is inconsistent because it indicates that the analog value 
is larger than T4 and smaller than T3, even though T4DT3. 
Such a result set may be caused, for example, when the cell 
has a high level of read noise in at least one of the read 
operations. Result sets such as 1,1,1,1,0, 1,1,1,0,0, or 
1,0,0,0,0, on the other hand, are consistent. 
The MSP may treat inconsistent sets of comparison results 

in different manners, by assigning them different soft metric 
values. For example, the MSP may regard inconsistent result 
sets as uncertain and mark them as erasures to the ECC 
decoding process. Alternatively, the MSP may disregard or 
otherwise attempt to resolve some inconsistencies. For 
example, the MSP may regard a 1.1.0.1.1, result set 
similarly to a 1,1,1,1,1 set, assuming that the “0” compari 
son result of T3 was caused by read noise. 

Alternatively to using tables, MSP 52 may evaluate a 
function that operates on the multiple comparison results 
and produces the corresponding Soft metric value. For 
example, the MSP may evaluate Log Likelihood Ratios 
(LLRs) of individual bits in each memory cell, which are 
defined as 

LLR = A(X) = log E. = 1 H 

wherein X, denotes a particular data bit stored in the 
memory cell in question, and r denotes the analog value read 
from the cell. The use of LLRs as metrics that are provided 
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to an ECC decoding process is described, for example, in 
PCT Patent Application PCT/IL2007/000580, entitled 
“Combined Distortion Estimation and Error Correction 
Coding For Memory Devices.” filed May 10, 2007, whose 
disclosure is incorporated herein by reference. 

In order to calculate the LLR, the MSP may maintain two 
values for each memory cell: (1) the largest read threshold 
that was found to be below the analog value of the cell, 
denoted V, and (2) the smallest read threshold that was 
found to be above the analog value of the cell, denoted V. 
The LLR of the cell can be shown to be approximated by 

Yale)-QY) } 
wherein T1 denotes the center analog value of the nearest 
distribution that has “1” as its data bit, and T0 denotes the 
center value of the nearest distribution having “0” as its data 
bit. The distribution of r is assumed Gaussian with variance 
o?. 
As the memory cell is read with an increasing number of 

read thresholds, the MSP updates V, and V. At each stage, 
the actual analog value of the cell is known to be within the 
interval IV, V). As the number of thresholds increases, the 
interval shrinks, the uncertainty becomes Smaller and the 
estimated LLR becomes more accurate. 

Further alternatively, the MSP may use any other suitable 
method or mechanism for computing the soft metric values 
based on the multiple comparison results. 
MSP52 uses the soft metrics when decoding the ECC. In 

a typical application, the data stored in a group of memory 
cells. Such as in a certain memory page, forms a single 
codeword. When decoding a certain ECC codeword, signal 
processing unit 60 of the MSP uses the soft metric values of 
the memory cells in the group. As a result, memory cells that 
are considered to have a high confidence level are given 
more weight in the ECC decoding process, and vice versa. 

FIG. 4 is a diagram that schematically illustrates read 
thresholds in an MLC device, in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the present invention. In the example of FIG. 4, each 
memory cell is programmed to one of four possible nominal 
levels, thus storing two bits of data. Curves 94A . . . 94D 
show the threshold voltage distributions of the memory cells 
that are programmed to store “11”. “01”, “00” and “10 data, 
respectively. In the present example, MSP 52 reads the 
memory cells using five sets of thresholds. Each threshold 
set comprises three thresholds, which are typically posi 
tioned in the three boundary regions between pairs of 
adjacent distribution curves. The threshold sets are listed in 
the following table: 

Threshold set Thresholds 

1 T11, T21, T31 
2 T12, T22, T32 
3 T13, T23, T33 
4 T14, T24, T34 
5 T15, T25, T35 

In some embodiments, MSP 52 reads the threshold volt 
age of the cell using each of the fifteen thresholds, and 
computes a soft metric based on the fifteen comparison 
results. The MSP may use any type of soft metric and any 
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14 
method of computing the metric value based on the multiple 
comparison results. The MSP uses the soft metric values as 
input to the ECC decoding process, as explained above. 

In alternative embodiments, the memory cell is read in 
two stages, corresponding to the two bits stored in the cell. 
For example, in the configuration of FIG. 4, the R/W unit 
performs a first set of comparisons using the five thresholds 
T21, T22, T23, T24 and T25, i.e., the thresholds located in 
the middle of the voltage axis, between curves 94B and 94C. 
The MSP computes a first soft metric based on the five 
comparison results obtained using these five thresholds. 
Note that both nominal levels located above thresholds 
T21 ... T25 have an LSB value of “O'” and that both nominal 
levels located below thresholds T21 . . . T25 have an LSB 
value of “1”. Therefore, the first soft metric corresponds to 
the LSB. Once the LSB is decoded, the R/W unit performs 
a second set of comparisons. The R/W unit may use thresh 
olds T11 . . . T15 or thresholds T31 . . . T35 in the second 
stage, depending on the decoded value of the LSB. If the 
LSB was determined to be “1”, i.e., the read value was 
determined to be in the lower part of the voltage range, the 
MSB will be decoded using thresholds T11 . . . T15 in the 
second stage. If the LSB was decoded as “0”, the MSB will 
be decoded using thresholds T31 . . . T35. The MSP 
computes a second metric, which corresponds to the MSB, 
based on the five comparison results obtained in the second 
comparison stage. 
A similar multi-stage comparison process can be carried 

out in multi-level cells storing a higher number of bits. For 
example, in eight-level (3 bit/cell) cells, the MSP and R/W 
unit may perform a three-stage comparison process to 
decode the individual bits. Apart from the first stage, the 
selection of the thresholds used in each stage typically 
depends on the decoded values of the previous bits. 

In alternative multi-stage reading processes, each bit is 
read independently of the other bits. For example, referring 
to FIG. 4, the LSB can be read using thresholds T21...T25. 
The MSB is read by sequentially reading the cell using both 
thresholds T11 ... T15 and T31. . . T35. If the comparison 
results indicate that the analog value is between T11 . . . T15 
and T31 . . . T35, the bit is determined to be “0”. If, on the 
other hand, the comparison results indicate that the analog 
value is larger than T31... T35 or smaller than T11 ... T15, 
the bit is determined to be “1”. In this example, the com 
parison results to thresholds T21. . . T25, which were used 
for reading the LSB, are not used for reading the MSB. 
Similar processes may be performed for other types of MLC, 
Such as eight-level cells storing three bits per cell. 
The threshold configurations shown in FIGS. 3 and 4 

above are exemplary configurations, which were chosen 
purely for the sake of conceptual clarity. In alternative 
embodiments, system 20 may use any desired number of 
nominal levels, any other mapping of bit values to nominal 
levels and any desired number of threshold sets. Although 
FIGS. 3 and 4 show thresholds that are spaced at regular 
increments, the methods and systems described herein may 
use irregularly-spaced thresholds, as well. In MLC devices, 
the threshold spacing may vary from one Voltage region to 
another. For example, in FIG. 4, thresholds T11 ... T15 may 
be spaced differently than thresholds T21...T25. Different 
threshold spacing may be used, for example, when different 
analog value distributions have different shapes or different 
spacing with respect to one another. The MSP may modify 
the threshold spacing, or otherwise select the threshold 
values to use. Such as based on estimation of the analog 
value distributions. 
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FIG. 5 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a 
method for reading data from analog memory cells 32, in 
accordance with an embodiment of the present invention. 
For a certain memory cell, the method begins with system 20 
performing multiple read operations using respective mul 
tiple thresholds, at a reading step 100. The multiple read 
operations produce respective multiple comparison results, 
i.e., indications of whether the threshold voltage of the cell 
is smaller or greater than the different thresholds. MSP 52 
computes a soft metric of the memory cell based on the 
multiple comparison results, at a metric computation step 
104. 
The MSP typically repeats the process of steps 100 and 

104 above over a group of memory cells, whose data forms 
a single ECC codeword. In a typical implementation, R/W 
unit 40 reads the cells of an entire page of the memory 
device, using a particular threshold value, simultaneously. 
Once the soft metrics of the cells that store a certain 
codeword are computed, the MSP decodes the codeword 
using the metrics, at a decoding step 108. The MSP extracts 
the decoded data, at a data extraction step 112. The decoded 
data is typically output to the host system. 
The multiple-threshold reading methods described herein 

can also be viewed as an efficient means for obtaining 
accurate information regarding the stored analog values 
using a relatively small number of read operations. Theo 
retically, if the exact analog values stored in the memory 
cells were known to the MSP (e.g., by employing high 
resolution analog-to-digital conversion), this information 
could be used to extract probability measures on the stored 
data. However, the basic read operation of analog memory 
devices, such as Flash memories, usually comprises com 
parison operations, which compare the analog value stored 
in a cell to a single threshold. In order to obtain the analog 
value with a given resolution, the entire possible Voltage 
range would have to be searched or scanned with the desired 
resolution. For example, if the range of possible analog 
values is 0-4V, and the desired resolution is 10 mV, 400 read 
operations would be needed. In practice, however, much of 
the valuable statistical information can be obtained by 
performing a much smaller number of read operations, for 
example by positioning the read thresholds in a region 
around the midpoint between distributions. The methods and 
systems described herein thus provide efficient means of 
gaining insight to such analog value statistics using a 
relatively small number of read operations. 

In many practical cases, performing a large number of 
read operations on a certain memory cell is a computation 
ally-intensive task, which complicates and slows down the 
data retrieval process. Moreover, the ECC is usually strong 
enough to Successfully decode the vast majority of code 
words, even when the memory cells are read using a single 
set of thresholds. Therefore, in some embodiments, the MSP 
initially reads the memory cells using a single set of thresh 
olds. The MSP reverts to read the memory cells that corre 
spond to a certain codeword using the multiple-threshold 
methods described herein only when the ECC decoding 
process fails. 
The methods of FIGS. 3-5 above can be applied itera 

tively, gradually increasing the number of thresholds used. 
For example, the MSP may attempt to reconstruct the data 
using soft metrics that are based on two sets of thresholds. 
If the data cannot be reconstructed (i.e., if the ECC fails), the 
MSP can re-read the memory cells using a third threshold 
set. The iterations may continue until ECC decoding Suc 
ceeds, or until reaching a predetermined maximum number 
of threshold sets. Note that at each stage of the iterative 
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16 
process, the MSP computes the soft metrics based on the 
multiple comparison results that are available so far. In some 
cases, the MSP may use information, Such as metric values, 
which was calculated in previous iterations. The iterative 
process enables a gradual increase in the number of com 
putations, only as needed to carry out Successful decoding. 

Soft Metrics Based on Counting Computation 
Results 

In some embodiments, the MSP computes the soft metric 
value based on the number of computation results falling on 
either side of the thresholds. (In the description that follows, 
a “0” comparison result means the read value was higher 
than the threshold, and vice versa. This convention, how 
ever, is chosen purely for the sake of convenience, and the 
opposite convention can also be used.) Consider, for 
example, the exemplary SLC embodiment of FIG.3 above. 
In this embodiment, out of the five comparison results, if the 
number of “0” comparison results is considerably higher 
than the number of “1” results, it is likely that the cell was 
programmed to “0”. Similarly, if the number of “1” com 
parison results is considerably higher than the number of “O'” 
results, the programmed bit is likely to be “1”. Similar logic 
can also be used within each stage of the multi-stage 
comparison process that decodes the individual bits of a 
MLC cell, which was described in FIG. 4 above. 

FIG. 6 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates an 
exemplary method for computing soft metrics, in accor 
dance with an embodiment of the present invention. The 
method description refers to an SLC application and makes 
reference to FIG. 3 above. This choice, however, is made 
purely for the sake of simplicity of explanation. The method 
can similarly be used in MLC applications, as well. 
The method begins with the MSP defining multiple 

thresholds, at a threshold definition step 116. Typically but 
not necessarily, the thresholds are defined within the bound 
ary region between the voltage distribution. In FIG. 3, five 
thresholds are defined in the region in which curves 90A and 
90B overlap. For example, assuming the mid-point between 
curves 90A and 90B is at 1 volt, and that the thresholds can 
be represented at a resolution of 20 mV, a set of thresholds 
can be defined to cover the voltage range of 1V-40 mV at 
20 mV intervals. 
The MSP reads the memory cells using the multiple 

thresholds, at a reading step 120. The MSP counts the 
number of comparison results falling on either side of the 
thresholds, at a counting step 124. In other words, the MSP 
determines the number of “0” comparison results and/or the 
number of “1” results out of the total number of threshold 
comparisons. 
The MSP computes a soft metric associated with the cell 

(or with an individual bit within the cell) based on the count 
of comparison results, at a metric computation step 128. For 
example, assuming the five-threshold configuration of FIG. 
3 above and a four-bit metric value, the MSP may compute 
the soft metric according to the following table: 

Number of “O'” Number of “1” 
computation results computation results Soft metric value 

O 5 1111 - 15 
1 4 1100 = 12 
2 3 1001 - 9 
3 2 O11O = 6 
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Number of “O'” Number of “1” 
computation results computation results Soft metric value 

4 1 OO11 = 3 
5 O OOOO = 0 

In the table above, if all five computation results are “1”, 
the stored data bit is “1” with high likelihood, therefore the 
maximum metric value of “1111 is assigned. At the other 
extreme, if all five comparison results are “0”, the stored bit 
is likely to be “0”, and the minimum metric value of "0000 
is assigned. If some comparison results are “0” and others 
are “1”, the metric value is set to an intermediate value, 
which grows monotonously with the number of “1” results 
out of the total. 

Alternatively, any other suitable method for determining 
the Soft metric value based on the count of comparison 
results can be used. The metric computation may be imple 
mented by querying a table that holds the metric values and 
is indexed by the count of comparison results, evaluating a 
function that operates on the count of the comparison results, 
or using any other suitable mechanism. 
Exemplary Hardware Implementation for MLC Metric 
Computation 
As noted above, when computing the Soft metrics of 

individual bits in a multi-level cell, the selection of thresh 
olds may depend on the values of previously-decoded bits. 
Moreover, the values of previously-decoded bits may in 
some cases affect the metric value itself. 

Consider, for example, the four-level cell configuration of 
FIG. 4 above. When reading the data out of such a cell in a 
two-stage process, the LSB is first decoded by determining 
whether the value read from the cell falls on the left- or 
right-hand-side of thresholds T21 . . . T25. Note that in the 
example of FIG. 4, the two nominal levels located below 
these thresholds have an LSB value of “1”, and the two 
nominal levels located above the thresholds have an LSB 
value of “O’. 

The second decoding stage (decoding of the MSB) 
depends on the results of the first stage. When the LSB is 
“0”, decoding the MSB comprises determining whether the 
read value is likely to belong to curve 94C or to curve 94.D. 
When the LSB is “1”, decoding the MSB comprises deter 
mining whether the read value is likely to belong to curve 
94A or to curve 94B. 

Note, however, that when comparing curves 94A and 94B 
(i.e., when LSB-"1), high threshold voltages correspond to 
MSB='0' and low threshold voltages correspond to 
MSB-"1". When comparing curves 94C and 94D (i.e., when 
LSB-"O”) the situation is reversed, with high threshold 
voltages corresponding to MSB-1, MSB and low thresh 
old voltages corresponding to MSB-'0'. In such a situation, 
the Soft metric value that depends on the count of compari 
son results should sometimes be inverted, so as to maintain 
the convention that a high metric value corresponds to “O'” 
data. The decision whether or not to invert the metric value 
depends on the value of the previous bit. Equivalently, the 
value of the currently-read bit can be inverted instead of 
inverting the metric value. The conditional operation of 
inverting a value only if a previous value is equal to “1” can 
be implemented by performing an eXclusive-OR (XOR) 
operation between the current and previous bit values. 

FIG. 7 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates an 
exemplary circuit for computing soft metrics in a multi-level 
cell, in accordance with an embodiment of the present 
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18 
invention. Although the description that follows refers to a 
hardware or firmware implementation, a similar mechanism 
can be implemented in Software, or as a combination of 
software and hardware elements. 
The circuit of FIG. 7 computes soft metrics of the LSBs 

and MSBs of a group of four-level cells, assuming the LSBs 
represent a certain memory page and the MSBS represent 
another page. The LSB page is read first and is referred to 
as the previous page. The MSB page is read second and is 
referred to as the current page. The computation process of 
the metrics of the current page makes conditional inversion 
(XOR) operations depending on the bit values of the previ 
OuS page. 
The circuit comprises a XOR circuit 134, which performs 

a bit-wise XOR operation between a byte 130 of hard bit 
decisions from the current page (MSBs) and a byte 132 of 
previously-decoded data bits (LSBs) from the previous 
page. Thus, for a particular cell, when the previously 
decoded LSB is “1”, the currently-read MSB is inverted. An 
adder 136 sums the results of the XOR operations. The adder 
output is accumulated as a soft metric 140 of the MSB. A 
vector 138 holds the accumulated metrics of the MSBs of the 
different cells. The same circuit can also be used to compute 
the soft metrics of the LSBs, which do not depend on any 
previous values. In order to compute the LSB soft metrics, 
byte 132 is filled with zeros so that the XOR operation is 
bypassed and byte 130 is provided to adder 136 unchanged. 
The circuit of FIG. 7 refers to four-level, 2 bit/cell MLC. 

Similar circuits can be used, however, to compute soft 
metrics for other types of multi-level cells, such as eight 
level, 3 bits/cell MLC. 

In alternative embodiments, the soft metrics of individual 
bits of a multi-level cell can be calculated independently for 
different bits. These methods may be of particular benefit 
when the read data values of previous bits are not available 
when reading a certain bit. Referring to the 2 bit/cell 
example of FIG. 4 above, the soft metrics of the MSB may 
be computed without knowledge of the LSB. As noted 
above, the MSB value can be assumed to be “0” if the analog 
value falls between thresholds T11 ...T15 and T31 ... T35, 
and “1” otherwise. In order to compute a soft metric for such 
a reading process, the MSP may group the thresholds in pairs 
that move progressively inwards into the region in which 
MSB-"0". The MSP counts the comparison results falling 
inside and/or outside the MSR=“O'” interval using the dif 
ferent threshold pairs. 

In the present example, the MSP forms the pairs (T14, 
T35), (T12, T33), (T11, T31), (T13, T32) and (T15, T34). 
For each pair, the MSP performs two read operations and 
checks whether the read value falls in the interval between 
the thresholds, or outside the interval. The MSP counts the 
number of threshold pairs in which the analog value falls 
between the two thresholds (indicating MSB-"O”) and/or 
the number of threshold pairs in which the analog value falls 
outside the interval between the two thresholds (indicating 
MSB-"1"). The MSP computes a soft metric based on the 
COuntS. 

A similar method can be applied to eight-level, 3 bit/cell 
MLC. Assume, for example, an eight-level MLC device 
whose eight levels are denoted L1 . . . L8 and are mapped 
to the bit triplets 111, '011, 001, “101*, '100', '000, 
*010, 110, respectively. The MSP can compute the soft 
metric of the MSB (leftmost bit in the triplet) of such a cell 
independently of the other bits by performing comparisons 
using four sets of multiple thresholds. Each threshold set is 
positioned between adjacent levels having different MSB 
values. In the present example, one set is positioned between 
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levels L1 and L2, another set between L3 and L4, a third set 
between L5 and L6 and a fourth set between L7 and L8. The 
four threshold sets divide the analog value axis into five 
intervals denoted I1 ... I5, such that the MSB has the same 
value within each interval. 

Using this division, the MSP determines that the MSB is 
“O'” if the read analog value read from the cell falls within 
interval I2 or I4, and “1” if the analog value falls within 
interval I1, I3 or I5. In order to compute the soft metric of 
the MSB, the MSP forms groups of four thresholds, with 
each group containing one threshold from each set. Moving 
from group to group, each threshold is moved in the direc 
tion in which the MSB value transition is from “1” to “O'”. 
For each threshold group, the MSP performs four read 
operations and checks whether the read value falls in inter 
vals corresponding to “1” or in intervals corresponding to 
“0”. The MSP counts the number of threshold groups in 
which the analog value falls in intervals that correspond to 
MSB='0' and/or the number of groups in which the analog 
value falls in intervals that correspond to MSB-"1'. The 
MSP computes a soft metric based on the counts. 

Typically but not necessarily, soft metrics that are based 
on counting comparison results of a given type assume that 
the read thresholds are positioned symmetrically around the 
midpoint between distributions. 

Gradually Increasing the Number of Thresholds 

The comparison and metric computation operations 
described above consume both time and computation 
resources, which grow with the number of thresholds. 
Therefore, it is sometimes advantageous to use only as many 
thresholds as needed to successfully reconstruct the data. In 
some embodiments, the MSP initially attempts to compute 
the soft metrics and decode the data with a relatively small 
number of thresholds, and increase their number only when 
needed. 

For example, the MSP may make an initial attempt to 
decode the ECC using an initial set of read thresholds in 
which only a single threshold is positioned between each 
pair of adjacent nominal values (memory states). In these 
embodiments, the MSP reverts to multiple-threshold decod 
ing upon failure of the initial decoding attempt. 

FIG. 8 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates an 
exemplary method for reading data from analog memory 
cells by gradually increasing the number of thresholds, in 
accordance with another embodiment of the present inven 
tion. Initially, it is assumed that the MSP attempted to 
decode a particular codeword stored in a group of memory 
cells using soft metrics that were obtained using a certain 
number of thresholds, and that ECC decoding has failed. The 
metrics are assumed to be based on the count of comparison 
results, as explained above. 
The method begins with the MSP adding one or more 

additional thresholds to the set of thresholds used, and 
reading the group of memory cells using the added thresh 
olds, at a threshold addition step 142. 
The MSP updates the count of comparison results (i.e., the 

number of “0” and/or “1” results out of the total), at a count 
updating step 144. The updated count reflects the compari 
son results of the previous thresholds as well as of the 
newly-added thresholds. The MSP then computes the soft 
metrics based on the updated accumulated count of com 
parison results, and a metric updating step 146. 

In some cases, the MSP may compute the metrics from 
scratch at each iteration. Alternatively, the MSP may store 
the metric values and/or comparison result counts from 
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previous iterations, and update them to account for the 
newly-added comparison results. Generally, the Soft metric 
computed at a given iteration may depend on the current 
comparison result count, on previous counts and on previous 
metric values. 
The MSP computes soft metrics based on the accumulated 

count of comparison results, at a metric computation step 
146. Any suitable metric computation method can be used, 
such as the exemplary methods described above. The MSP 
attempts to decode the codeword using the Soft metrics, at an 
ECC decoding step 148. The MSP checks whether the ECC 
decoding was successful, at an ECC checking step 150. If 
successful, the MSP extracts and outputs the data, at a data 
extraction step 152, and the method terminates. 

If, on the other hand, ECC decoding fails, the method 
loops back to threshold addition step 142 above. The MSP 
adds one or more additional thresholds to the set of thresh 
olds, computes Soft metrics based on the extended set, and 
attempts to decode the ECC again. 
The method of FIG. 8 enables the MSP to use only as 

many thresholds as needed to successfully decode the ECC. 
When distortion is not severe, most codewords can be 
decoded using a small number of thresholds, enabling a high 
overall or average reading speed. 

Alternatively to continuing the iterations until Successful 
decoding of the ECC, the MSP may evaluate any other 
Suitable condition, and stop the iterative process when the 
condition is met. For example, the MSP may continue to add 
thresholds until reaching a maximum number of thresholds, 
or a maximum number of iterations. 

In some embodiments, the ECC decoding process may 
comprise an iterative process. Iterative decoding processes 
are commonly used to decode codes such as LDPC and turbo 
codes. In these embodiments, the iterative decoding process 
is provided with increasingly-improving metrics, which are 
based on an increasing number of read thresholds. In other 
words, the iterative decoding process starts decoding using 
metrics, which are based on a certain initial number of 
thresholds. Subsequent iterations of the iterative decoding 
process are provided with metrics that are based on an 
increasing number of read thresholds, until the iterative 
decoding process converges to a valid codeword. 

Additionally or alternatively to using an ECC in the 
method of FIG. 8, the MSP may use an error detection code, 
such as a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) or checksum. In 
such embodiments, the MSP iteratively adds read thresholds 
until the error detection code detects no errors. Thus, in the 
context of the present patent application and in the claims, 
the term “ECC is used to address various types of error 
detection codes, as well. In some embodiments, the MSP 
may use an error detection code to determine when to stop 
adding new thresholds, even though the data is encoded 
using an ECC. This scheme may be advantageous, for 
example, when the ECC does not provide a reliable indica 
tion of decoding Success or failure. 
The MSP may use various methods and criteria for 

selecting how many thresholds to add at each iteration, and 
in which order. For example, thresholds can be added two at 
a time, gradually moving away from the initial threshold 
position in both directions. In other words, assuming the 
MSP initially attempts to use a threshold denoted T and that 
the thresholds are spaced at regular intervals of A, the 
threshold sets in the first four iterations are: 

{T, T-A, T-A} 
{T, T-A, T-A, T+2A, T-2A 
{T, T-A, T-A, T+2A, T-2A, T+3A, T-3A) 
{T, T--A, T-A, T+2A, T-2A, T+3A, T-3A. T+4A, T-4A} 
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Metric Normalization and Interference Cancellation 

When computing soft metrics that depend on varying 
numbers of thresholds, such as in the method of FIG. 8 
above, the possible range of metric values may vary with the 
number of thresholds used. For example, when the soft 
metric comprises the count of comparison results, the metric 
values based on three thresholds will be in the range 0 . . . 
3, whereas metric values based on five thresholds will be in 
the range 0 . . . 5. This effect is generally undesirable. In 
other words, it is generally desired to provide the ECC 
decoder with metrics, which use the same dynamic range for 
quantifying confidence or certainty, regardless of the num 
ber of threshold comparisons on which the metric is based. 

In some embodiments, the MSP normalizes the soft 
values read from the memory cells based on the number of 
thresholds. For example, the MSP may apply bit extension 
to the values to reach a certain constant number of bits, e.g., 
five-bits. For example, the bit-extended value may be given 
by 

O Wal- O 3) 

MaxVal Wal-N 
Extended Value = 

MaxVal-N 
Wal- — — O Wall N 

wherein Val denotes the input soft value and N denotes the 
number of thresholds used to evaluate Val. Max Val denotes 
the maximum value of the bit-extended soft value, e.g., 31 
for five-bit representation. Alternatively, the MSP may apply 
any other Suitable data Scaling mechanism. 

In some embodiments, the MSP has information regard 
ing the level of distortion or interference in the memory cells 
being read. Various methods can be used to estimate inter 
ference levels in memory cells. Exemplary methods are 
described in PCT Patent Application PCT/IL2007/000580, 
cited above and in PCT Patent Application PCT/IL2007/ 
000576, entitled “Distortion Estimation and Cancellation in 
Memory Devices.” filed May 10, 2007, and PCT Patent 
Application PCT/IL2007/001059, entitled “Estimation of 
Non-Linear Distortion in Memory Devices.” filed Aug. 27. 
2007, whose disclosures are incorporated herein by refer 
CCC. 

When an estimate of the interference is available to the 
MSP, the MSP may add the effect of the interference to the 
soft values, or otherwise modify the soft values based on the 
estimated interference, before these values are provided to 
the ECC decoder. 

FIG. 9 is a diagram that schematically illustrates a process 
for reading data from analog memory cells, which involves 
data Scaling and interference cancellation, in accordance 
with yet another embodiment of the present invention. 
Although the configuration of FIG. 9 is used to demonstrate 
both interference cancellation and Scaling, each mechanism 
may be carried out with or without the other. 

In the process of FIG.9, a scaling module 154 accepts the 
conditionally-inverted soft values read from the memory 
cells (e.g., the outputs of XOR circuit 134 of FIG. 7 above). 
Module 154 also accepts an indication of the iteration 
number and/or the number of thresholds that are currently 
used. Module 154 applies bit extension or other scaling to 
the input soft values. The amount of Scaling depends on the 
input iteration number. 
The scaled soft values are provided to an interference 

cancellation module 156, which also accepts estimates of the 
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interference level in the respective memory cells. Module 
156 subtracts or otherwise cancels out the interference 
estimates from the corresponding Soft values, to produce 
Soft values that are properly scaled and contain reduced 
levels of interference. The soft values are provided to a 
metric computation module 158, which computes the soft 
metrics and provides them to the ECC decoder. 

Trading-Off Threshold Comparisons and 
Interference Estimation 

Re-reading cells with additional thresholds and estimating 
the interference from neighboring memory cells are two 
operations that on one hand improve the reading perfor 
mance, and on the other hand consume time and computa 
tional power. In some embodiments, the MSP may combine 
the two operations and trade-off one operation for another. 
For example, the MSP may determine at each iteration 
whether it is preferable to refine the decoding accuracy by 
re-reading the current page using an additional threshold, or 
to refine the interference estimation by reading (or re 
reading) a group of interfering cells. 

FIG. 10 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates a 
method for reading data from analog memory cells that 
involves trading-off re-reading and interference estimation, 
in accordance with another embodiment of the present 
invention. 
The method begins with the MSP reading a page of 

memory cells, at a reading step 160. At each cycle of the 
process, the MSP may select to either (1) re-read the desired 
page using an additional threshold, or (2) read a page of 
interfering cells. The MSP may apply various policies or 
heuristics in determining which of the two actions to take at 
each cycle. The MSP may read different groups of interfer 
ing cells at different cycles. 

For example, the MSP may alternate between the two 
operations, thus adding a threshold every two cycles and 
estimating interference every two cycles. Alternatively, the 
MSP may choose which action to take based on the esti 
mated level of the distortion. For example, if recent inter 
ference estimations indicate that the level of interference is 
low, the MSP may give precedence to adding threshold 
comparisons, and refine the interference estimation at larger 
intervals. Further alternatively, the decision may depend on 
the type of page being read. For example, even- and odd 
order pages may experience different interference levels, 
and the MSP may apply different decision logic for different 
page types. Pages located on the last word line in a block 
may also experience different interference levels and may be 
treated differently. Since the interference may depend on the 
order in which the pages were written, different trade-offs 
may apply to higher- and lower-number pages within a word 
line. 

In some cases, memory cells within the desired page may 
cause interference to one another. Thus, the group of inter 
fered cells and the group of interfering cells may sometimes 
overlap. 

Based on the updated information, the MSP subtracts the 
interference estimation from the read soft values, at an 
interference cancellation step 162, and computes the soft 
metrics, at a metric calculation step 164. The MSP then 
decodes the ECC, at a decoding step 166, and checks 
whether ECC decoding was successful, at a Success check 
ing step 168. 

If the ECC was decoded successfully, the method termi 
nates, at a success termination step 170, and the MSP 
typically extracts and outputs the data. Otherwise, the MSP 
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checks whether the number of iterations (cycles) exceeds a 
predetermined maximum number, at an iteration number 
checking step 172. If the maximum number of iterations was 
exceeded, the method terminates without successfully read 
ing the data, at an error termination step 174. Otherwise, the 
method loops back to reading step 160 above, and the MSP 
again determines whether to add another threshold or refine 
the interference estimation in the next cycle. 

In both iterative methods of FIGS. 8 and 10 above, the 
MSP may select the number of new thresholds that are added 
at a particular iteration based on the values read from the 
cells or the data represented by these values. For example, 
when the MSP detects severe ECC failure or an exception 
ally high level of interference, it may decide to add a high 
number of thresholds. The MSP may also determine the 
values (i.e., positions) of the new thresholds based on the 
read values or read data. For example, the values of new 
thresholds that are added in response to ECC failure may be 
different from the values of thresholds added in response to 
high interference. 

Performing Multiple Read Operations Internally to 
the Memory Device 

When using the methods and systems described above, 
the multiple comparison results associated with the multiple 
thresholds are typically communicated from memory device 
24 to MSP 52. The resulting communication bandwidth 
between the memory device and the MSP may become 
prohibitive, especially when using a large number of thresh 
old sets and/or when the number of nominal levels per 
memory cell is high. In some practical cases, the commu 
nication bandwidth over the interface between the MSP and 
the memory device may become the limiting factor that 
determines the memory access speed of system 20. This 
effect becomes even more severe when a single MSP 52 is 
connected to multiple memory devices 24. 

In alternative embodiments of the present invention, some 
of the re-reading functions are carried out internally to the 
memory device, so as to reduce the communication band 
width between the memory device and the MSP. 

FIG. 11 is a block diagram that schematically illustrates a 
system 200 for memory signal processing, in accordance 
with an alternative embodiment of the present invention. In 
the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 11, multiple memory 
devices 204 are connected to an MSP 208 over an external 
bus 212. Each memory device 204 comprises a memory cell 
array 216 and a R/W unit 220, which are similar to array 28 
and R/W unit 40 of FIG. 1 above, respectively. 

Unlike the embodiment shown in FIG. 1 above, each 
memory device 204 comprises a threshold setting and metric 
calculation unit 224, also referred to as “metric calculation 
unit” for brevity. Unit 224 is connected to R/W unit 220 by 
an internal bus 228. When the memory device accepts a 
request to retrieve data from a group of memory cells (e.g., 
a page), unit 224 controls R/W unit 220 to set the appropriate 
threshold values and read the memory cells using the 
thresholds, such as using any of the methods described 
above. The R/W unit carries out the multiple comparison 
operations and sends the corresponding comparison results 
to unit 224. Unit 224 computes the soft metrics based on the 
comparison results, and sends the metric values over exter 
nal buS 212 to MSP 208. 
MSP 208 comprises an ECC decoder 232. The ECC 

decoder accepts the soft metrics sent from unit 224 of 
memory device 204 and decodes the ECC based on the 
metrics. The MSP typically outputs the decoded data to the 
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host system. When MSP 208 controls multiple memory 
devices 204, a single ECC decoder may decodes the data 
sent from all the memory devices. Alternatively, multiple 
ECC decoders may be used. 
When using the configuration of FIG. 11, the communi 

cation bandwidth between the MSP and the memory device 
is significantly reduced in comparison with the configuration 
of FIG. 1 above, since individual comparison results are not 
communicated to the MSP. Instead, unit 224 sends the soft 
metric values, typically comprising a single value for each 
read memory cell. The large communication bandwidth 
needed to communicate the multiple comparison results is 
confined to internal bus 228, i.e., internally to the memory 
device. A high bandwidth bus of this sort is considerably 
simpler to implement internally to the memory device than 
between separate devices. Moreover, the traffic over the 
internal bus comprises only the traffic generated by the 
particular memory device, regardless of the number of 
memory devices controlled by the MSP. 
The functional partitioning between R/W unit 220 and 

metric calculation unit 224 is an exemplary partitioning, 
which is chosen purely for the sake of conceptual clarity. In 
alternative embodiments, the reading, threshold comparison, 
threshold setting and metric computation functions can be 
partitioned in any other way, as desired. Thus, R/W unit 220, 
internal bus 228 and metric calculation unit 224 are collec 
tively regarded as a reading circuit, which reads the analog 
memory cell and produces soft metrics. 
As noted above, the Soft metric computation sometimes 

takes into account estimation and cancellation of the inter 
ference in the read memory cells. In some embodiments, the 
interference estimation and cancellation functionality can 
also be carried out by the reading circuit internally to 
memory device 204, e.g., by unit 224. In these embodi 
ments, unit 224 sends to the MSP soft metrics, in which the 
interference is already taken into account. Some aspects of 
carrying out signal processing functions internally to the 
memory device are described in U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application 60/917,653, cited above. 

Although the embodiments described herein mainly 
address retrieving data from Solid-state memory devices, the 
principles of the present invention can also be used for 
storing and retrieving data in Hard Disk Drives (HDD) and 
other data storage media and devices. 

It will thus be appreciated that the embodiments described 
above are cited by way of example, and that the present 
invention is not limited to what has been particularly shown 
and described hereinabove. Rather, the scope of the present 
invention includes both combinations and Sub-combinations 
of the various features described hereinabove, as well as 
variations and modifications thereof which would occur to 
persons skilled in the art upon reading the foregoing descrip 
tion and which are not disclosed in the prior art. 
The invention claimed is: 
1. A method for operating a memory, comprising: 
storing data, which is encoded with an Error Correction 
Code (ECC), in analog memory cells of the memory 
by writing to the analog memory cells respective 
analog input values that program the analog memory 
cells to a set of memory states; 

reading the stored data multiple times from each analog 
memory cell by performing multiple read operations 
that compare analog output values of the analog 
memory cells to different, respective read thresholds so 
as to produce multiple comparison results for each of 
the analog memory cells, wherein the analog output 
values associated with each memory state lie in a 
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respective analog value region, wherein analog value 
regions are separated by one or more boundary regions, 
and wherein at least two of the read thresholds are 
positioned in a boundary region between a pair of 
adjacent ones of the analog value regions; 

computing soft metrics responsively to the multiple com 
parison results; and 

decoding the ECC using the Soft metrics, so as to extract 
the data stored in the analog memory cells, 

wherein a plurality of the memory cells Stores two or more 
bits of the data, wherein reading the data comprises, for 
the plurality of the memory cells, reading the two or 
more data bits in respective two or more decoding 
stages, and wherein computing the soft metrics com 
prises modifying a soft metric of a first bit read in a first 
decoding stage responsively to a value of a second bit 
read in a second decoding stage that precedes the first 
decoding Stage, and 

wherein modifiving the soft metric comprises conditionally 
inverting the soft metric of the first bit depending on the 
value of the second bit. 

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein each of the 
analog memory cells stores one or more bits of the data, 
and wherein each of the soft metrics corresponds to one of 
the bits. 

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein each of at 
least Some of the analog memory cells stores two or more 
bits of the data, wherein reading the data comprises, for each 
of the at least some of the analog memory cells, reading the 
two or more data bits in respective two or more decoding 
stages, and wherein computing the soft metrics comprises 
modifying a soft metric of a first bit read in a first decoding 
stage responsively to a value of a second bit read in a second 
decoding stage that precedes the first decoding stage. 

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein modifying 
the soft metric comprises conditionally inverting the soft 
metric of the first bit depending on the value of the second 
bit. 

5. The method according to claim 1, and comprising 
making an initial attempt to decode the ECC using an initial 
set of the read thresholds, such that no more than one of the 
read thresholds in the initial set is positioned in any given 
boundary region, and comparing the analog output values to 
the multiple read thresholds upon a failure of the initial 
attempt. 

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein each com 
parison result has one of first and second possible values, 
and wherein computing the soft metrics comprises deter 
mining respective first and second counts of the comparison 
results having the first and second possible values, and 
computing the Soft metrics based on the first and second 
COuntS. 

7. The method according to claim 1, and comprising, 
upon failing to decode the ECC, adding one or more 
additional read thresholds to the multiple read thresholds, 
re-computing the Soft metrics responsively to the additional 
read thresholds, and decoding the ECC using the re-com 
puted Soft metrics. 

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein adding the 
additional threshold comprises progressively increasing a 
number of the read thresholds until a predetermined condi 
tion is met. 

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein reading the 
data from a first group of the analog memory cells further 
comprises estimating interference caused to the first group 
by a second group of the analog memory cells and can 
celing the estimated interference. 
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10. The method according to claim 9, wherein canceling 

the estimated interference comprises modifying the soft 
metrics associated with the first group responsively to the 
estimated interference. 

11. The method according to claim 9, and comprising, 
upon failing to decode the ECC in the first group, selecting 
whether to perform one of: 

re-reading the data in the second group, so as to re 
estimate and cancel the interference; 

re-estimating the interference by reading the data in a 
third group of the memory cells; and 

adding one or more additional read thresholds and re 
reading the data in the first group using the additional 
read thresholds. 

12. The method according to claim 1, wherein computing 
the soft metrics comprises normalizing the Soft metrics So as 
not to depend on a number of the read thresholds. 

13. The method according to claim 1, wherein performing 
the multiple read operations comprises positioning the mul 
tiple read thresholds at non-uniform intervals with respect to 
one another. 

14. The method according to claim 1, wherein the analog 
output values associated with each memory state are dis 
tributed in a respective statistical distribution, and wherein 
reading the stored data comprises positioning the at least two 
of the read thresholds about a midpoint between respective 
statistical distributions of the analog output values associ 
ated with the memory states represented by the adjacent 
analog Value regions. 

15. The method according to claim 1, wherein two or 
more of the comparison results for a given analog memory 
cell are inconsistent with one another. 

16. A data storage apparatus, comprising: 
an interface, which is operative to communicate with a 
memory that includes a plurality of analog memory 
cells; and 

a memory signal processor (MSP), which is connected to 
the interface and is coupled configured to store data, 
which is encoded with an Error Correction Code 
(ECC), in the analog memory cells by writing respec 
tive input analog values that program the analog 
memory cells to a set of memory states, to read the 
stored data multiple times from each analog memory 
cell by performing multiple read operations that com 
pare analog output values of the analog memory cells 
to different, respective read thresholds so as to produce 
multiple comparison results for each of the analog 
memory cells, wherein the analog output values asso 
ciated with each memory state lie in a respective analog 
value region, wherein analog value regions are sepa 
rated by one or more boundary regions, and wherein at 
least two of the read thresholds are positioned in a 
boundary region between a pair of adjacent ones of the 
analog value regions, to compute soft metrics respon 
sively to the multiple comparison results, and to decode 
the ECC using the soft metrics, so as to extract the data 
stored in the analog memory cells, 

wherein a plurality of the memory cells stores two or more 
bits of the data, 

wherein the MSP is filrther configured to: 
read the two or more data bits in respective two or more 

decoding Stages, and 
modify a soft metric of a first bit read in a first decoding 

stage dependent upon a value of a second bit read in 
a second decoding stage that precedes the first 
decoding Stage, and 
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wherein to modifi the soft metric, the MSP is further 
configured to conditionally invert the soft metric of the 
first bit depending on the value of the second bit. 

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein each of 
the analog memory cells stores one or more bits of the data, 
and wherein each of the soft metrics corresponds to one of 
the bits. 

18. The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein each of 
at least some of the analog memory cells stores two or more 
bits of the data, and wherein the MSP is coupled to read the 
two or more data bits in respective two or more decoding 
stages, and to modify a soft metric of a first bit read in a first 
decoding stage responsively to a value of a second bit read 
in a second decoding stage that precedes the first decoding 
stage. 

19. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the 
MSP is coupled to conditionally invert the soft metric of the 
first bit depending on the value of the second bit. 

20. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the 
MSP is coupled configured to make an initial attempt to 
decode the ECC using an initial set of the read thresholds, 
such that no more than one of the read thresholds in the 
initial set is positioned in any given boundary region, and to 
compare the analog output values to the multiple read 
thresholds upon failure of the initial attempt. 

21. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein each 
comparison result has one of first and second possible 
values, and wherein the MSP is coupled configured to 
determine respective first and second counts of the compari 
son results having the first and second possible values, and 
to compute the Soft metrics based on the first and second 
COuntS. 

22. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein, upon 
failing to decode the ECC, the MSP is coupled configured 
to add one or more additional read thresholds to the multiple 
read thresholds, to recompute the Soft metrics responsively 
to the additional read thresholds and to decode the ECC 
using the recomputed Soft metrics. 

23. The apparatus according to claim 22, wherein the 
MSP is coupled configured to progressively increase a 
number of the read thresholds until a predetermined condi 
tion is met. 

24. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the 
MSP is coupled configured to estimate interference caused 
to a first group of the analog memory cells by a second group 
of the analog memory cells, and to cancel the estimated 
interference. 

25. The apparatus according to claim 24, wherein the 
MSP is coupled configured to modify the soft metrics 
associated with the first group responsively to the estimated 
interference. 

26. The apparatus according to claim 24, wherein, upon 
failing to decode the ECC in the first group, the MSP is 
coupled configured to select whether to perform one of: 
re-reading the data in the second group, so as to re 

estimate and cancel the interference; 
re-estimating the interference by reading the data in a 

third group of the memory cells; and 
adding one or more additional read thresholds and re 

reading the data in the first group using the additional 
read thresholds. 

27. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the 
MSP is coupled configured to normalize the soft metrics so 
as not to depend on a number of read thresholds. 
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28. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the 

MSP is coupled configured to position the multiple read 
thresholds at non-uniform intervals with respect to one 
another. 

29. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the 
analog output values associated with each memory state are 
distributed in a respective statistical distribution, and 
wherein the MSP is coupled configured to position the at 
least two of the read thresholds about a midpoint between 
respective statistical distributions of the analog output val 
ues associated with the memory states represented by the 
adjacent analog Value regions. 

30. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein two or 
more of the comparison results for a given analog memory 
cell are inconsistent with one another. 

31. A data storage apparatus, comprising: 
a memory device, comprising: 

a plurality of analog memory cells, which are config 
ured to store data, which is encoded with an Error 
Correction Code (ECC) and written to the analog 
memory cells as respective analog input values that 
program the analog memory cells to a set of memory 
states; and 

reading circuitry, which is coupled to read the stored 
data multiple times from each analog memory cell by 
performing multiple read operations that compare 
output analog values of the analog memory cells to 
different, respective read thresholds so as to produce 
multiple comparison results for each of the analog 
memory cells, wherein the analog output values 
associated with each memory state lie in a respective 
analog value region, wherein analog value regions 
are separated by one or more boundary regions, and 
wherein at least two of the read thresholds are 
positioned in a boundary region between a pair of 
adjacent ones of the analog value regions, to com 
pute soft metrics responsively to the multiple com 
parison results, and to output the computed soft 
metrics; and 

a Memory Signal Processor (MSP) device, which is 
connected to the memory device and is coupled to 
accept the soft metrics computed by the reading cir 
cuitry, and to decode the ECC using the soft metrics. 

32. A method for operating a memory, comprising: 
storing data, which is encoded with an Error Correction 
Code (ECC), in a group of analog memory cells of the 
memory by writing to the analog memory cells in the 
group respective analog input values; 

reading the data from the analog memory cells in the 
group by comparing analog output values of the analog 
memory cells in the group to one or more read thresh 
olds, and applying ECC decoding to the read data; and 

upon a failure of the ECC decoding, canceling interfer 
ence caused to the analog memory cells in the group by 
at least one other analog memory cell, and re-decoding 
the ECC. 

33. A data storage apparatus, comprising: 
an interface, which is operative to communicate with a 
memory that includes a plurality of analog memory 
cells; and 

a memory signal processor (MSP), which is connected to 
the interface and is coupled to store data, which is 
encoded with an Error Correction Code (ECC), in a 
group of analog memory cells of the memory by 
writing to the analog memory cells in the group respec 
tive analog input values, to read the data from the 
analog memory cells in the group by comparing analog 
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output values of the analog memory cells in the group 
to one or more read thresholds, and applying ECC 
decoding to the read data, and, upon a failure of the 
ECC decoding, to cancel interference caused to the 
analog memory cells in the group by at least one other 
analog memory cell, and to re-decode the ECC. 

34. A method for reading a memory cell of a non-volatile 
memory, comprising: 

performing a first read operation of a memory cell depen 
dent upon a first read threshold, wherein data Stored in 
the memory cell is encoded with an Error Correction 
Code (ECC); 

performing a second read operation of the memory cell 
dependent upon a second read threshold, wherein the 
first read threshold and the second read threshold are 
positioned in a boundary region relative to two possible 
memory states, and 

determining a soft metric using the results of the first read 
operation and the second read operation, 

modifiving the soft metric by conditionally inverting the 
soft metric depending on a value of a data bit read from 
another memory cell and 

decoding the ECC using the soft metric to extract the data 
from the memory cell. 

35. The method of claim 34, wherein the boundary region 
comprises an area of overlap between distributions of two 
memory states. 

36. The method of claim 34, further comprising perform 
ing an initial read operation of the non-volatile memory cell 
dependent upon an initial read threshold prior to the first 
and second read operations. 

37. The method of claim 36, wherein the first read 
operation and the second read operation are performed 
responsive to a failure of an error correction process depen 
dent upon results of the initial read operation. 

38. The method of claim 36, wherein the first read 
threshold is less than the initial read threshold, and wherein 
the second threshold is greater than the initial read thresh 
old. 

39. The method of claim 34, further comprising deter 
mining an interference caused to the memory cell by at least 
one other memory cell and compensating for the interfer 
eFCe. 
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40. A method for operating a non-volatile memory, 

wherein the non-volatile memory includes a plurality of 
memory cells, the method, comprising: 
performing a first read on a first group of the plurality of 
memory cells dependent upon a first read threshold, 
wherein data stored in the first group of the plurality of 
memory cells is encoded with an Error Correction 
Code (ECC); 

performing a second read on the first group of the 
plurality of memory cells dependent upon a second 
read threshold 

determining at least one soft metric dependent upon 
results of the first read operation and the second read 
operation, 

decoding the ECC using the at least one soft metric, 
responsive to a failure to decode the ECC, performing a 

third read on the first group of the plurality of memory 
cells dependent upon a third read threshold 

updating at least one soft metric dependent upon a result 
of the third read 

wherein a of the plurality memory cells stores two or more 
bits of the data, 

wherein performing the first read on the first group 
includes reading the two or more data bits of a memory 
cell in the first group in respective two or more decod 
ing stages, 

wherein determining the soft metric includes modifiving a 
soft metric of a first bit read in a first decoding stage 
dependent upon a value of a second bit read in a second 
decoding stage that precedes the first decoding stage, 
and 

wherein modifying the at least one soft metric includes 
conditionally inverting the soft metric of the first bit 
dependent upon the value of the second bit. 

41. The method of claim 40, wherein updating the at least 
one soft metric comprises determining a new soft metric 
dependent upon the results of the first read operation and the 
second read operation, and results of the third read opera 
tion. 

42. The method of claim 40, wherein the ECC comprises 
a low-density parity-check (LDPC) code. 
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